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Abstract
Objective. The auditory brainstem response can be recorded non-invasively from scalp electrodes
and serves as an important clinical measure of hearing function. We have recently shown how the
brainstem response at the fundamental frequency of continuous, non-repetitive speech can be
measured, and have used this measure to demonstrate that the response is modulated by selective
attention. However, different parts of the speech signal as well as several parts of the brainstem
contribute to this response. Here we employ a computational model of the brainstem to elucidate
the influence of these different factors. Approach. We developed a computational model of the
auditory brainstem by combining a model of the middle and inner ear with a model of globular
bushy cells in the cochlear nuclei and with a phenomenological model of the inferior colliculus. We
then employed the model to investigate the neural response to continuous speech at different stages
in the brainstem, following the methodology developed recently by ourselves for detecting the
brainstem response to running speech from scalp recordings. We compared the simulations with
recordings from healthy volunteers. Main results. We found that the auditory-nerve fibers, the
cochlear nuclei and the inferior colliculus all contributed to the speech-evoked brainstem response,
although the dominant contribution came from the inferior colliculus. The delay of the response
corresponded to that observed in experiments. We further found that a broad range of harmonics
of the fundamental frequency, up to about 8 kHz, contributed to the brainstem response. The
response declined with increasing fundamental frequency, although the signal-to-noise ratio was
largely unaffected. Significance. Our results suggest that the scalp-recorded brainstem response at
the fundamental frequency of speech originates predominantly in the inferior colliculus. They
further show that the response is shaped by a large number of higher harmonics of the
fundamental frequency, reflecting highly nonlinear processing in the auditory periphery and
illustrating the complexity of the response.

1. Introduction
The auditory-brainstem response (ABR) is an evoked
potential traditionally believed to be generated from
different structures below the cortex, in particular from the auditory-nerve fibers and the auditory brainstem nuclei [1, 2]. It confers a convenient
tool to non-invasively probe subcortical auditory processing, as well as to assess impairment in the auditory periphery. Typical ABR measurements employ
many repeated short clicks [3, 4]. However, the auditory brainstem also exhibits a frequency-following
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd

response (FFR) to the periodicity of pure tones [5, 6],
mostly as a result of the phase-locked activity of neurons in the rostral brainstem [1, 2, 7, 8].
Similarly, speech evokes a complex ABR that
encodes several aspects of the acoustic stimulus, such
as the onset of a syllable as well as the fundamental
frequency of the voiced speech parts [9, 10]. The
measurement of brainstem responses to speech stimuli may aid audiological assessments of hearingimpaired people who cannot respond behaviourally, and in particular inform on their neural speech
coding [11, 12]. Recent studies have accordingly
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developed statistical methods for detecting the brainstem response to different features of continuous,
non-repetitive speech [13–15].
While brainstem responses to short sounds such
as clicks or single syllables require a large number of
repetitions of the sound and subsequent averaging of
the neural measurement, the brainstem response to
continuous speech can be measured without repeating the speech signal. The brainstem response to continuous speech may accordingly be useful in assessing higher-level cognitive processes where repetition
of a stimulus could lead to neural adaptation as well
as fatigue in subjects. As an example, in a previous
study, we have shown how the brainstem response at
the fundamental frequency of speech can be recorded (speech-ABR), despite the unavoidable temporal
variations of the fundamental frequency in natural
speech. We have then employed this method to show
that the speech-ABR is modulated by selective attention to one of two competing speakers, demonstrating
a subcortical mechanism for listening in noisy backgrounds that involves the extensive feedback loops
coming from the central auditory cortex [13].
Major questions remain, however, regarding the
precise origin of the speech-ABR, as well as what
parts of the speech signal evoke it. First, regarding
the neural origin, different parts of the brainstem
likely contribute to the speech-ABR, but experimental
measurements so-far have not been able to resolve
those, instead showing only a single aggregate scalprecorded response. In addition, recent magnetoencephalographic (MEG) and electroencephalographic
(EEG) studies have revealed a cortical contribution
to the FFR, namely at the fundamental frequency of
short speech tokens [16–18]. Such a cortical response
likely occurs for the speech-ABR as well, and will add
to the different subcortical sources. Second, regarding
the parts of the speech signal that cause the speechABR, it is well known that the brainstem still responds
at the fundamental frequency of speech even when
the fundamental frequency itself has been removed
from the signal [5, 6]. The response is then driven by
higher harmonics and reflects different nonlinearities
in the auditory periphery. As an example, the cochlea introduces a pronounced compressive nonlinearity, and this can lead to the phenomenon of ‘formant
capture’ by which harmonics adjacent to the formant
regions are emphasised [19, 20]. However, it remains
unclear to which degree the fundamental frequency
itself as well as the many higher harmonics that are
present in a speech signal contribute to the speechABR.
Computational modelling of the brainstem
response can elucidate these questions. A number of
computational models of the auditory periphery and
subcortical processing indeed exist and have been
employed extensively to study click-evoked brainstem responses, FFRs and how they are affected by
2

sensorineural hearing loss as well as neuronal impairment [8, 21–25]. The auditory brainstem response to
short speech tokens has been modelled as well [26].
The response of the auditory brainstem at the fundamental frequency of continuous speech has, however,
not yet been assessed in a computational model.
Computational models of the brainstem response
have shown that the most important stages include
the middle ear that modifies the spectrum of a complex sound, the inner ear that decomposes a complex sound into different frequency components and
introduces a compressive nonlinearity regarding the
amplitudes, the synapse between the inner hair cells of
the inner ear and the attached auditory-nerve fibers,
and the subsequent responses in the cochlear nuclei (CN) and the inferior colliculus (IC). The existing
computational models of these different stages range
from detailed biophysical descriptions to more phenomenological approaches [25, 27, 28].
Because we sought to shed light on the relative contributions of the different parts of the brainstem to the speech-ABR, as well as to elucidate how
the speech-ABR is shaped by different parts of the
speech signal, but not to investigate the biophysical
mechanisms of the individual brainstem parts, we
employed models of the different stages that were
realistic enough to capture the relevant processing,
but that omitted further detail. Regarding sound processing in the inner ear, we considered an established model, that could describe typical adaptation properties, realistic phase-locking, as well as the
cochlear compressive nonlinearity [29]. We further
described the neural responses of the CN through
models of spiking globular busy cells (GBCs), one of
the populations of neurons in the ventral cochlear
nucleus that exhibit pronounced synchronization to
complex sounds [27, 30]. For the IC we employed
a phenomenological description that simulated the
envelope-tuned behaviour of the neurons in this part
of the brainstem [31].
Because the cortical contributions to the FFR
remain poorly characterized, for instance regarding
their latency, amplitude and frequency characteristics, they have not yet been modelled computationally. We have therefore not included these responses
in our model, but restricted the latter to subcortical
contributions only. Likewise, we employed a bottomup approach to model the speech-ABR that did not
assess the modulation of the response by selective
attention, which would require a description of topdown neural modulation.
Our modelling approach allowed us to quantify
the relative contribution of different subcortical
stages to the speech-ABR, as well as to quantify how
different aspects of a speech signal shape this neural
response. To reinforce our findings, we compared
the simulations with experimental data of brainstem
responses to clicks in noise as well as of brainstem
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responses to continuous speech that we published
recently [32].

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Computational model
We implemented a computational model that built on
existing models of the middle and inner ear, the cochlear nuclei (CN) and the inferior colliculus (IC) (figure 1). First, regarding the middle and inner ear, we
employed a humanized phenomenological model of
the auditory periphery available in the python package cochlea [29, 33]. This modelled the middle ear
filtering, the cochlear transmission (through a parallel filter bank), the inner hair cells, the power-law
dynamics at the inner hair cell synapses and spike
generators. The description of the synapses between
the inner hair cells and the auditory-nerve fibers contained a spontaneous rate (SR) as well as rate-level
properties that account for different types of auditory nerve fibers. We considered 300 characteristic frequencies ranging from 125 Hz to 20 kHz, distributed
using the Greenwood function [34]. For each characteristic frequency we modelled twelve auditory-nerve
fibers with a high SR, four fibers with a medium SR,
and four fibers with a low SR. This mimicked the
reported distribution of SRs of auditory-nerve fibers
[35]. The model included a power-law adaptation of
the synapses; this incorporated a fractional Gaussian
noise [28].
Second, the neural responses of the cochlear nuclei were modelled through a set of globular bushy
cells, available in the cochlear_nucleous python package [27]. Auditory-nerve fibers converge onto the
soma of a globular bushy cell and excite it through
large synapses, the endbulbs of Held, the synaptic
weights of which we considered as uniform across
the different cells. The synaptic connection had a
delay of 4 ms. Each globular bushy cell was modelled as a single compartment with Hodkin-Huxleytype ion channels [36–38]. The auditory-nerve fibers
were connected to a population of 200 globular bushy
cells, each of which received input from 20 fibers.
The model was implemented in the NEURON simulation environment through the Brian simulator for
spiking neurons. Globular bushy cells were connected to auditory-nerve fibers at random, namely at
a small probability so that on average 20 auditorynerve fibers were connected to each globular bushy
cell (convergence of 20) [27]. The synaptic weight was
8 × 10−9 Siemens. The spiking activity of the auditory nerve and the globular busy cells were then transformed into a time-varying population activity rate
using a boxcar kernel density estimation with a bandwidth of 30 samples.
Third, a phenomenological model of amplitudemodulation processing in the inferior colliculus was
used to simulate the neural response at this midbrain nucleus [31]. Computationally, the neural
3

response of the CN was convolved with the postsynaptic potentials in the IC. Following recent modeling
work, the postsynaptic potentials were approximated by alpha functions [31] whose time constants
were based on intracellular recordings of bushy
cells [39]. We thereby employed the same model
parameters, with the exception of the time constant for the inhibition. For the latter we employed
a smaller value of 1 ms to ensure that the speech
information around the fundamental frequency
was within the band-pass range of the modelled
neurons.
The neural response at the each of the three
model stages, middle and inner ear, cochlear nuclei, and inferior colliculus, was scaled by a corresponding factor, Wan = 3.7 × 10−5 , Wcn = 0.03 and
Wic = 1.1 respectively, to yield electrical amplitudes
that were comparable to human scalp recordings
(Table VIII- 1 in [40] and figure 2). The three scaled
waveforms were then added together to simulate the
scalp recorded auditory-brainstem activity. Because
we sought to keep model parameters to a minimum, we did not introduce additional delays that
could have accounted for intermediate processing
stages. As a result, the latencies of the individual
stages and their interpeak distances may slightly differ from normative data, although the simulated
speech-ABR and click-ABR latencies match reference
values.
Simulations were performed for continuous
speech inputs, sampled at 100 kHz and at an intensity of 85 dB SPL. We used 20 different speech
samples, each of which had a duration of 30 s. Speech
samples were obtained from the publicly available
audiobook ‘The children of Odin’ read by Elizabeth
Klett (https://librivox.org). Her voice had a fundamental frequency of 175 Hz ± 39 Hz (mean and
standard deviation) which exceeded the lowest characteristic frequency of the inner-ear model that we
used. We employed the same female voice in our previous experimental measurements of the speech-ABR
which allowed us to compare the experimental data
to the modelling results [32].
2.2. Computation of the click-ABR
We simulated auditory brainstem responses to clicks
(click-ABR) in quiet and in different levels of background noise. For each level of background noise we
computed the brainstem response from 20 trials, each
of which lasted 30 s. Clicks were presented at a rate
of 10 Hz and had a sound intensity of 82 peSPL. We
employed white noise at levels of 42, 52, 62 and 72 dB
SPL for the background noise.
2.3. Computation of the speech-ABR
Following the methodology developed recently by
ourselves for detecting the scalp-recorded brainstem
response to running speech, we computed a fundamental waveform of each voiced part of a speech
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Figure 1. The computational model. (A) The model consists of three main parts. First, a model of the auditory periphery
describes the middle ear (ME), inner ear (IE), inner hair cells (IHC) and the attached auditory-nerve fibers (ANF). The output
from the auditory-nerve fibers is then fed into the second part, a model of the cochlear nuclei (CN), followed by a model of the
inferior colliculus (IC). (B) A short sample of a speech signal, namely the vowel ‘e’ (black), shows oscillations at the fundamental
frequency as well as at higher harmonics. The corresponding fundamental waveform (red) oscillates at the time-varying
fundamental frequency. (C), (D) The spike trains of the auditory-nerve fibres (C) are summed over the different frequency
channels and temporally smoothened (D). For illustration purposes we display only the response of every thirtieth auditory-nerve
fibre. (E), (F) The model of the globular bushy cells in the cochlear nuclei produces spike trains as well that are then summed over
the different neurons and smoothened (F). (G) The output from the model of the inferior colliculus yields a firing rate.

signal, using empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
(figure 1(B)) [13, 41]. We further determined the Hilbert transform of the fundamental waveform, and
obtained a complex waveform that had the fundamental waveform as its real part and the Hilbert transform as its imaginary part. This complex waveform
was then correlated with the simulated brainstem
responses, at each of the three main levels of the brainstem that we modelled, as well as with the combined

4

neuronal response, at a range of negative and positive temporal delays. The magnitude and delay of the
response were obtained from the peak of the correlation’s magnitude. The noise level was computed as
the 95th percentile of the complex cross-correlation’s
amplitude, for latencies from −60 ms to −20 ms and
20 ms to 100 ms. The ratio of the amplitude to the
noise level defined the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the response.
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Figure 2. Modeled click-ABRs in different levels of background noise and comparison with experimental data. (A) The amplitude
of wave V of the click-ABRs decreases with increasing background noise both in the model (black dots; error bars indicate the
standard deviation) and in the experimental measurements (red dots; error bars indicate the standard deviation). (B) The latency
of the wave-V increases with higher levels of background noise in the modelled brainstem responses (black dots; error bars
indicate the standard deviation) as well as in the experimental data (red dots; error bars indicate the standard deviation).

2.4. Contribution of different frequency bands of
speech to the speech-ABR
We sought to investigate the frequency contribution
of the different harmonics in the speech signal to
the modelled speech-ABR. We therefore filtered the
speech signal into different frequency bands (zerophase FIR bandpass filters, filter order 512). The lowest frequency band was 0–300 Hz and contained the
fundamental frequency. We divided the higher frequencies of the speech signal into frequency bands
that had equal width on a logarithmic frequency
scale, mimicking the cochlear frequency mapping
(figure 4). Bands of higher frequency therefore contained more harmonics of the fundamental frequency
than those of lower frequency. We normalized the
amplitude of the speech signal in each frequency
band so that they all had the same intensity of
85 dB SPL. For each frequency band we then simulated the resulting brainstem response, using 20
different speech samples of 30 s in duration, and
determined the resulting speech-ABR as outlined
above.

5

2.5. Effect of the fundamental frequency on the
speech-ABR
We assessed the effects of the fundamental frequency
of the speech on the modelled speech-ABR. We
used the software Audacity to modify the fundamental frequency and the corresponding harmonics of the original speech, from a 20% reduction in
frequency to a 50% increase, in 10% steps, leading
to eight different stimuli. We computed the modelled brainstem responses to each by using 20 different speech samples, each of which had a duration
of 30 s.

2.6. Experimental data
We previously recorded both brainstem responses
to clicks in background noise as well as speechABRs from 42 young normal-hearing adults
[32]. The inclusion and exclusion criteria as
well as the technical details of the recordings
are described in our corresponding previous
publication [32].
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Figure 3. Modeled speech-ABRs at different stages of the brainstem and comparison with experimental data. (A) Speech has a
broad spectrum. We employed a speech signal with an average fundamental frequency of 175 Hz (red line). (B)–(D) The neural
responses of the auditory-nerve fibers (B), the cochlear nuclei (C), the inferior colliculus (D), as well as the aggregate brainstem
response (E), all show a peak at the average fundamental frequency (red line). The spectral width of the responses decreases along
the auditory pathway. (F)–(I) The three different brainstem stages all contribute to the speech-ABR. The amplitude of the
correlation peaks at delays of 2.6 ms for the auditory-nerve fibers (F), at 7.0 ms for the cochlear nuclei (G), at 8.2 ms for the
inferior colliculus (H), and at 8.1 ms for the aggregated brainstem response (I). (J) A sample speech-ABR from a volunteer. The
real part of the cross-correlations (red) and the imaginary part (blue) oscillate at the average fundamental frequency.

2.7. Statistical analysis
The modelled speech-ABR features, such as amplitude, latency, SNR, and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) were averaged across trials. The features followed a normal distribution as assessed through the
Shapiro-Wilk test. We accordingly employed parametric tests when assessing the statistical significance
of model predictions. Unbalanced ANOVA tests and
two-sample Student’s t-test were used when comparing model results to experimental data.

3. Results
We modelled the brainstem response to speech at
three main processing stages in the brainstem, the
middle and inner ear, resulting in activity in the
auditory-nerve fibers, in the cochlear nuclei and in
the inferior colliculus (figure 1). To verify that the
models of these different stages gave satisfactory
brainstem responses, we first used them to model
6

the neural responses to clicks. We obtained simulated responses with peaks at 1.090 ± 0.001 ms
(mean and SEM) from the auditory-nerve fibers, at
5.461 ± 0.003 ms from the cochlear nuclei, and at
6.687 ± 0.004 ms from the inferior colliculus, corresponding to the main generators of ABR wave I, wave
III and wave V, respectively.
We furthermore simulated the brainstem
response to clicks in different levels of background
noise, and compared the modelled results to the
corresponding experimental data that we recorded
previously [32] (figure 2). The amplitude of the
modelled brainstem responses did not differ significantly from that obtained in the experiments,
and for both datasets the amplitude decreased with
increasing background noise (p = 1 × 10−46 and
p = 0.5; two-way ANOVA across noise level and type
of dataset, respectively, figure 2(A)). The latencies
of the click-ABR wave-V in the simulated brainstem
response were roughly comparable to the one seen in
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Figure 4. Contribution of logarithmically-spaced frequency bands of the speech signal to the modelled speech-ABR. (A) The
speech signal (top) has been filtered into a low-frequency band (below) that contains the average fundamental frequency (red
line). It has also been filtered into higher frequency bands (below) that have equal width on a logarithmic scale, and that therefore
contain an increasing number of harmonics (red lines) as the center frequency increases. The amplitude of the signal in each band
is normalized to the same root-mean-square value. (B) The first band makes the largest contribution to the speech-ABR, and the
contributions of the second to the fifth band are relatively equal. The sixth band yields only a minor amplitude. (C) The latency
decreases from 8.1 ms for the lowest frequency band to 7.6 ms for the highest one. (D) The signal-to-noise ratios of the
speech-ABR produced by the first to the fifth band are all comparable.

the experimental recordings (figure 2(B)). Both sets
of latencies increased significantly as the background
noise became louder, and the latencies in the simulated brainstem responses systematically exceeded
the experimental measurements (p = 6 × 10−47 and
p = 5 × 10−11 , two-way ANOVA across noise level
and type of dataset, respectively). The increase in
latency with the background noise probably reflects
a larger contribution of the low-SR auditory-nerve
fibers in higher levels of background noise, since the
low-SR auditory-nerve fibers have a slower onset than
the medium- or high-SR auditory-nerve fibers [42].
Regarding the brainstem’s response at the fundamental frequency of a speech signal, we found that
all three stages contributed (figures 3(B)–(I)). The
auditory-nerve fiber responses contained frequency
contributions at a large part of the speech spectrum,
whereas the response of the cochlear nuclei and the
inferior colliculus occurred predominantly at lower
frequencies below 800 Hz. The auditory-nerve fibers
contributed to the speech-ABR at an early latency of
2.9 ± 0.1 ms (mean and SEM), while the two subsequent brainstem centers showed longer latencies
of 7.23 ± 0.07 and 8.32 ± 0.04 ms. The modelled
speech-ABR was largest at the inferior colliculus, with
7

a cross-correlation amplitude of 0.288 ± 0.006, compared to 0.079 ± 0.001 at the auditory-nerve fibers
and 0.259 ± 0.003 at the cochlear nuclei. The resulting model of the scalp-recorded speech-ABR was
dominated by the response at the inferior colliculus,
with a cross-correlation amplitude of 0.276 ± 0.007,
a latency of 8.13 ± 0.03 ms and a FWHM of
14.7 ± 0.6 ms. Importantly, the contributions from
the three different modelled brainstem stages could
no longer be distinguished in the aggregated speechABR.
The simulated scalp-recorded speech-ABR
resembled our recent experimental observations
(figure 3(J)). In particular, the simulated and the
experimentally-recorded responses did not differ significantly in either latency or FWHM (p = 0.9 and
p = 0.1, respectively; two-tailed two-sample Student’s
t-tests).
The simulated brainstem responses to clicks and
to speech differed in their latencies. The speechABR occurred significantly later than wave V
of the click- ABR, namely 1.45 ± 0.03 ms later
(p = 9 × 10−21 , two-tailed one-sample Student’s ttest), and its latency had a significantly larger variability (p = 3 × 10−13 , one-sided two-sample F-test for
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Figure 5. Impact of the average fundamental frequency on the modelled speech-ABR and comparison with experimental data.
(A) The amplitude of the modelled speech-ABR decreases with increasing fundamental frequency. The frequency of 0.8f0 is
approximately equal to the average fundamental frequency of the male voice used in experimental measurements (blue symbols),
and the frequency of 1.1f0 equals approximately the mean fundamental frequency of the female voice in the experiments (red
symbols). (B) The effect of the fundamental frequency on the latency of the resulting speech-ABR is negligible. (C) The resulting
signal-to-noise ratio does not vary much with the fundamental frequency either. (D) Experimental measurement of the
speech-ABR show a larger response to the male voice (blue) as compared to the female voice (red). The amplitude decrease
between the response to the male and to the female voice is comparable to the one seen in the model between the average
fundamental frequencies of the male and of the female voice.

equal variances). The longer latency of the modelled
speech-ABR as compared to the modelled click-ABR
mirrored a similar behaviour in the experimental
data. The longer latency of the speech-ABR compared
to the click-ABR did in fact not differ significantly
between the modelled data and the experimental
recordings (p = 0.6 and p = 5 × 10−6 ; two-way
ANOVA across the type of dataset and stimulus signal, respectively).
We then explored the relative contributions of
different frequency bands in speech to the speechABR. In particular, due to the extensive nonlinearities in the inner ear as well as in the subsequent neural
responses, combinations of higher harmonics of the
fundamental frequency can lead to a response at the
fundamental frequency. We therefore wondered how
much the fundamental frequency in speech itself as
well as higher harmonics contributed to the speechABR.
We divided the speech signal into a low-frequency
band that contained the fundamental frequency, as
8

well as into higher frequency bands that were equally
broad on a logarithmic scale (figure 4). This choice
of frequency bands reflects the approximately logarithmic tonotopic map of the inner ear. Furthermore, we scaled the amplitude of the speech stimulus
in each frequency band so that all bandpass-filtered
signals had the same intensity. Any differences in
the resulting brainstem response were consequently
due to the neural processing, and not due to amplitude variation in the speech input. We found that
the low frequency band that contained the fundamental frequency yielded the highest contribution to
the speech-ABR, while the higher frequency bands up
to about 8.3 kHz yielded major contributions as well.
The amplitudes and signal-to-noise ratios that resulted from the higher frequency bands were approximately equal, up to a frequency of 8.3 kHz. The latency
of the brainstem response tended to shorten with
increasing frequency.
We further explored the impact of the fundamental frequency itself on the resulting speech-ABR.
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To this end we employed speech segments in which
the fundamental frequency and the higher harmonics
were shifted from lower to higher values. The resulting amplitude of the speech-ABR decreased continuously with increasing fundamental frequency (figure
5). However, both the latency as well as the signal-tonoise ratio remained relatively unchanged. To compare the modelled amplitude’s dependence on the
fundamental frequency to experimental data, we considered two fundamental frequencies that were 50 Hz
apart and that approximately corresponded to those
of a male and a female voice for which we had recorded brainstem responses previously [32]. We found
that the drop in amplitude was comparable between
the modelled responses and the experimental measurements (p = 0.9 and p = 0.003; two-way ANOVA
across the type of dataset and the fundamental frequency, respectively).

4. Discussion
We modelled the human brainstem response at
the fundamental frequency of continuous speech
(speech-ABR). The simulated brainstem response
matched our recent experimental findings regarding
the shape of the response, the width and the latency
of about 8 ms ([13, 15, 32]; figure 3). In contrast to
the modelled speech-ABR, however, the amplitude of
the experimentally-measured speech-ABR is affected
by other neuronal activities such as cortical ones, by
neuronal noise and by recording artefacts. The amplitudes of the modelled and of the experimentallymeasured speech-ABR can therefore not be directly
compared.
Our model showed that, although we modelled
three main stages of the brainstem separately, the net
response did not allow to resolve the individual neural
responses at the different stages. This agreed with our
recent experimental observations that showed a single
peak of the speech-ABR at a latency of about 8 ms.
The comparison with our simulated data suggests that
this response originates predominantly in the inferior
colliculus.
Our modelling further revealed that the tracking of the fundamental frequency increased along
the auditory pathway. This parallels previous findings
that showed increased synchrony of neurons in the
cochlear nuclei relative to the auditory-nerve fibers
[27, 30], and neurons in the inferior colliculus whose
rate was tuned to specific modulation frequencies,
further increasing phase locking around the fundamental frequency of the speech [19, 30].
At the same time, the frequency range of the
response decreased along the brainstem, corresponding to the well-known low-pass nature of
the brainstem response and in agreement with
the phase-locking limit up to which FFR can
be recorded [43, 44]. Indeed, the brainstem can
respond particularly well around the fundamental
9

frequency of speech and its lower harmonics, a
process described as ‘formant capture’ by which
harmonics adjacent to the formant regions are
emphasized [19].
The observed latency of the speech-ABR also
agrees with the experimental findings on the brainstem response of the frequency-following response to
a pure tone as well as shorter speech tokens [9, 45].
Although recent MEG and EEG investigations have
found that the frequency-following response as well
as the neural response to the fine structure of speech
can also have cortical contributions, these presumably occur at latencies beyond 12 ms [18]. Moreover,
their sensitivity is presumably reduced for frequencies
larger than 100 Hz [18, 46, 47]. Our model did not
include cortical generators, and the resulting model
data, together with our recent experimental findings,
therefore suggest that the EEG-measured response at
the fundamental frequency of speech is dominated by
subcortical contributions [18].
The modelled speech-ABR occurred later than
wave V of the modelled click-ABR, a finding that is in
agreement with experimental observations [48–50].
Click-ABRs are elicited by very short stimuli that
have a broad frequency spectrum. These stimuli are
very different from the continuous speech stimuli that
cause the speech-ABR. The higher frequency content of clicks leads to more activation of the highfrequency auditory-nerve fibers that originate from
the cochlear base and that are activated earlier than
the lower-frequency fibers from more apical cochlear locations, presumably causing a shorter latency of
the response. Moreover, natural speech has a higher
variability and less regularity than clicks which may
introduce interaction and contrast across the neural
population, increasing the variability in the latency of
the speech-ABR. Our modelling results therefore add
further evidence to the growing literature that indicates that onset responses of the brainstem differ from
responses to sustained stimuli such as speech [48, 51].
Although we have focussed on the response of
the brainstem at the fundamental frequency itself,
our modelling work showed that this response does
not only come from the speech’s fundamental frequency itself, but also from the many higher harmonics. The contribution of these higher harmonics
reflects the highly nonlinear processing in the auditory periphery, starting from the cochlea’s compressive nonlinearity [42, 43]. It underlies the previous
finding that the brainstem responds at the fundamental frequency of the speech even if this frequency
has been filtered out of the stimulus [5, 6].
Specifically, our model revealed that harmonics
up to 8.3 kHz still yielded a contribution to the
speech-ABR. Interestingly, frequency bands that had
equal width on a logarithmic scale yielded approximately equally large speech-ABRs. This accords with
different studies that point out that the auditory
brainstem response is predominantly generated from
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auditory-nerve fibers with high characteristic frequencies [52]. At high stimulation levels, as employed
here, there is indeed a significant spread of excitation
to the basal cochlear region, even for low-frequency
stimulation. This is in agreement with previous computational work that highlighted the importance of
off-frequency contributions and the importance of
the basal locations for low-frequency tone processing
as a result of cochlear dispersion and nonlinearities [22]. The contribution of higher harmonics also
accords with a number of studies that evaluated the
relative contribution of resolved and unresolved harmonics in pitch tracking [53, 54] and demonstrates
the different mechanisms of pitch coding. Indeed, it
is believed that resolved harmonics may contribute to
pitch tracking mostly due to the phase locking to the
temporal fine structure in the auditory nerve [26, 55].
Interaction between nearby unresolved harmonics,
on the other hand, may lead to beating at the fundamental frequency and to a corresponding response in
the auditory nerve fibers [56, 57].
Although a large number of harmonics contributed to the response, the evoked brainstem response
decreased above about 8 kHz. Moreover, the contributions of the different frequency bands below
8 kHz did not add up linearly to the overall neural
response. Instead, the brainstem response to the
whole speech had a magnitude that was approximately similar to the response to the different individual frequency bands below 8 kHz. This behaviour presumably reflects the different nonlinearities
and non-monotonic responses in the auditory-nerve
fibers that can lead to negative interference and cancellation, in particular at higher stimulation intensities [58, 59].
It is well known that higher frequencies, either
of a pure tone, in speech tokens or in a musical
note, cause a smaller brainstem response, presumably
caused by less phase locking in neurons in response to
higher frequencies [2, 45, 60, 61]. Our own previous
experimental work as well as that of others similarly
found smaller brainstem responses to a female voice
than to a male voice, presumably due to the higher
fundamental frequency of the female voice [14, 32].
Our computational results reported here recapitulated this effect: we found a degradation of the speechABR as the temporal fine structure of the speech
shifted towards higher frequencies. In particular, our
model simulations predicted a 24% reduction of the
response, relative to the male voice, when the input
speech is shifted by 50 Hz. This reduction coincides
with our previously reported brainstem responses to
a male and a female voice, whose fundamental frequencies differed by about 50 Hz on average [32].
The agreement between our model results and previous experimental data suggests that the model results depend on the particular voice only through the
fundamental frequency, but that they are not voicedependent otherwise.
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In summary, we have explored a computational
model of the brainstem response at the fundamental
frequency of continuous speech. We have shown that
the model successfully produces many experimental
observations of the speech-ABR, in particular regarding its latency, its shape, its origin from many higher
harmonics of the speech signal, and its decrease with
increasing temporal fine structure of the speech signal. In return, the model showed that the speech-ABR
is dominated by the neural responses in the inferior
colliculus as opposed to the cochlear nuclei or the
auditory-nerve fibers. Furthermore, our results highlight how the speech-ABR is shaped by nonlinearities, by interaction between different harmonics, and
by contributions from a large number of frequency
bands.
In the future our computational model may allow
for an improved experimental detection of the brainstem response to speech. As an example, our model
may allow to compute the brainstem response to
further speech features, and the modelled response
may then be used for the experimental detection.
Moreover, future work may employ the model to
explore effects of different types of hearing impairment on the speech-ABR, which may lead to better
diagnostic tests of hearing loss and speech-in-noise
deficits.
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